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Introducing Rittman Analytics
We provide consulting, training, strategy and support 
services to help our clients increase sales, understand 
their customers and run their business more 
efficiently .

We also present and sponsor the Drill to Detail 
Podcast, a series about innovation in the big data 
analytics industry, tweet at @rittmananalytic and blog 
at https://rittmananalytics.com/blog

https://drilltodetail.rittmananalytics.com
https://drilltodetail.rittmananalytics.com
https://www.twitter.com/rittmananalytic
https://rittmananalytics.com/blog


Data Analytics Consulting, 
Training and Support

Data Engineering and Data 
Warehouse Modernisation

Data Strategy and Driving 
Analytics Adoption

Rittman Analytics works in-partnership with the following technology vendors



Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse

● Fully-managed DW Platform-as-a-Service
● Based on Oracle Exadata Database technology
● Near-instant provisioning
● Elastic scaling and pricing
● Simplified column-store table creation
● Automated provisioning, patching and upgrades
● Automated backups
● Includes data visualization + notebook apps



We’re big fans of Oracle ADW









… if only enterprise BI had kept up. 



The reality of most enterprise BI projects



Meet Looker.



















LookML - Looker’s “Secret Sauce”

● Informs Looker in abstracting SQL

● Creates the modeling and presentation layer 

between the database and the user

● Defines:

○ Join logic between tables (Views)

○ Custom tables (Derived Tables) defined 

by Looker

○ Fields taken directly from the database

○ Custom fields defined in Looker



“There’s a multitude of reasons why complex pieces of software are 
not developed using drag and drop tools: it’s that ultimately code is 
the best abstraction there is for software. 

Code allows for arbitrary levels of abstractions, allows for all logical 
operation in a familiar way, integrates well with source control, is 
easy to version and to collaborate on.”

Maxime Beauchemin, “The Rise of the Data Engineer”

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/the-rise-of-the-data-engineer-91be18f1e603/




So how does it work?





Looker Connectivity to Oracle ADW

● Connection authentication requires an encrypted key 

stored in wallet on both client and server
○ Contains a collection of files, including key and other 

information needed to connect to your ADB

○ Hosted Looker customers need Looker Support to install your 

wallet zip file on the Looker server filesystem

● Looker connects to ADW using secure connections
○ Communications between Looker and server fully encrypted, 

cannot be intercepted or altered
■ ADW uses certificate authentication and SSL
■ Ensures no unauthorized access to the ADB

Wallet / Keystore

Oracle Autonomous
Data Warehouse

Wallet / Keystore

TCP/IP encrypted using 
SSL over public internet

JDBC “Thin”



Looker Support will need to copy 
wallet.zip file to Looker server filesystem 
for hosted instances; note that your file 
location may be different

Database user (e.g. LOOKER) needs to 
be created, and scripts run, to configure 
Oracle Database for use with Looker (kill 
jobs, identify running queries etc)



Enable development mode for 
Looker instance

Create new LookML project

Creating a New LookML Project



Replicate data for analysis 
into Oracle ADW schema

Create initial LookML views, 
explore and model from 
database schema

Generate Initial LookML Project from Schema



Review Initial LookML Views, Explore and Model

One explore (subject area) for 
each modeled view (table)

Automatic creation of time 
dimension levels, drill from 
dimension groups to detail



Configure LookML project for 
version control via git repo Create git repo in Github, 

AWS CodeCommit, Bitbucket, 
Git Labs etc

Configure LookML Project for Git Version Control



Commit Initial Version of LookML Project to Git

Save > Commit to Git Repo, 
then Publish to Production

Full git commit history, and support for 
private / shared git branches; 
everything is scripted and can be diffed 
with other version or rolled-back to 
earlier commit point



Click on dimensions or 
measures to add to look 
(report)

Full range of predefined 
and custom visualizations

Filter, save to dashboard, 
drill from summary data 
down to granular detail



Add looks to dashboards, view 
within Looker or embedded in 
your web app

Alerts, scheduled reports, link 
to external applications, 
deliver as insights to Slack etc



explore: customer_projects {
  from: customer_master
  join: harvest_projects {
    sql_on: ${customer_projects.harvest_customer_id} = ${harvest_projects.client_id} ;;
    type: inner
    relationship: one_to_many
  }
  join: harvest_invoices {
    sql_on: ${customer_projects.harvest_customer_id} = ${harvest_invoices.client_id};;
    type: left_outer
    relationship: one_to_many
    }
  join: harvest_time_entries {
    sql_on: ${customer_projects.harvest_customer_id} = ${harvest_time_entries.client_id}
    and ${harvest_projects.id} = ${harvest_time_entries.project_id};;
    type: left_outer
    relationship: many_to_one
  }
  join: hubspot_deals {
    sql_on: ${customer_projects.hubspot_company_id} = ${hubspot_deals.hubspot_company_id} ;;
    type: left_outer
    relationship: one_to_many
  }

LookML views join together to create an 
enterprise-wide, lightweight business 
model that’s easy and simple to extend



Create looks that merge data from 
multiple queries or explores into one 
dataset e.g. for customer journeys

Create looks with source data 
spanning multiple subject areas



● Scale-out your analytics with a modern, lightweight delivery approach
● Deliver on your objective of becoming a more data-driven business
● Modernise and Democratise your Oracle data analytics 



A modern analytics workflow







Query Oracle ADW using built-in SQL 
Query Runner, then use results to define a 
new “derived table” view to add sales 
opportunities view to base LookML project



Why                      for Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse?
   

 

In-Database & ELT 
Architecture

Leverages Oracle SQL including

OLAP, Analytic Views, ELT 

Transformations and MVs

Agile, Modern BI 
Development

 

Modern analytics engineering 

workflow, native git integration and 

part of a modular BI architecture

Access to capabilities, avoiding 

vendor lock-in, cost mitigation and 

simpler deployment

Supports a 
Multi-Cloud Strategy



Interested?
Book your Looker and Oracle test-drive now

mailto:info@mjr-analytics.com
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